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Abstract
In intercultural crisis communication, the globally adopted framework SCCT (Situated Crisis
Communication Theory) should be adapted to meet the local contexts. By collecting online
posts concerning D&G‘s crisis communication from major Chinese social platforms
including Sina Weibo, Zhihu (408 posts), WeChat official account (23 posts) as well as
Instagram, Facebook and YouTube (344 posts), and with 10 semi-structured interviews (3
university professors and 8 students of different majors) for triangulation, this study analyzes
the online posts concerning D&G‘s crisis response strategies in China. We find that the
public regard denial strategy as being outdated, demonstrating superiority and lack of
responsibility; victimage strategy reflecting arrogance and self-centered mindset; moreover,
the apologies are analyzed in terms of the manner and content of apology. Effective
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intercultural communication presupposes equality, mutual respect and empathy; therefore, it
is necessary to uphold a glocalization approach to crisis communication.
Keywords: Intercultural communication, SCCT, Crisis communication, Conflict resolution,
Glocalization, Empathy
1. Introduction
Crises involving multinational enterprises in global contexts have been occurring regularly
(Dhanesh and Sriramesh, 2018), and the specific problems that can arise have been amply
demonstrated in the case of McDonald‘s company in Japan in 2014 where its decisive and
quick responses to food safety violation turned out to be disastrous and the case of D&G in
China in 2018 where the company‘s promotional video and responses led to a loss of more
than RMB 8 million Yuan.
The success of crisis communication depends on what an organization says and does
immediately after a crisis occurs (Benoit 1997). Crisis communication framework has been
provided to cope with crisis such as the Situational Crisis Communication Theory (SCCT).
However, study of crisis communication in intercultural environments is needed to enhance
this framework to deal with the problems that may arise in intercultural communication
(Huang 2016).
Recently, various studies have attempted to analyze intercultural communication by case
study (Dhanesh and Sriramesh 2018), experimental study (Laufer, Garrett and Ning 2018), or
comparative analysis (Lyu 2012) whether crisis management differs in non-western countries
such as China, Japan and India when compared with the West. The foci have been on how
different contextual aspects such as culture, political systems, and media can influence the
effectiveness of crisis communication strategies. In many of these studies, Hofstede‘s cultural
dimensions (1991) have been used as the theoretical framework to explain the role of culture
in selecting crisis communication strategies (Zhou and Shin 2017). The ways that the level of
power distance can affect future purchase intentions when the CEO was the spokesperson
during the crisis (Laufer and Garrett and Ning 2018) has been studied. Studies of traditional
Chinese cultural values such as its collectivistic culture, nationalism, rationalism, and
face-giving/saving have suggested that these should be taken into account in Chinese crisis
communication (Huang et al 2016). Furthermore, the influence of differing political and legal
systems, the level of economic development, media systems and activism has been
highlighted in explaining the India‘s Nestle and Maggie noodle case (Dhanesha 2018) and
online crisis communication in Chinese society (Cheng and Lee 2018).
Some studies contributed to stakeholders‘ perceptions and responses in specific connection to
corporations‘ crisis communication responses. Lyu (2012) in comparing Taiwan and
Mainland China‘s societies has examined newspapers‘ attitudes towards San Lu‘s crisis.
Analysis of media coverage was used to explore the underlying political and media system
reasons that led to the differences. Lyu (2012) also mentioned that different media systems
might bring about different media performances. Ngai and Jin (2016) have divided public
responses into different emotions such as anger, alert, worry, surprise, belief, sympathy, etc.
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The authors examined 8,530 responses from Chinese stakeholders to crisis communication on
the Chinese Sina Weibo to enhance understanding of socially mediated crisis communication,
the limitation of this study is the analysis of a solitary type of media content (i.e., Sina Weibo
posts). Additional analyses of traditional news media content could provide a more in-depth
study. They failed to do a content analysis of public perceptions from different platforms to
clearly demonstrate the public attitudes. Compared with experiment analysis, content analysis
can realize a deeper, more accurate and more comprehensive understanding of the public
responses. Analysis of the content of public responses can demonstrate different cultural
perspectives. Therefore, additional analyses of comments from different platforms of
different stakeholders can provide a more in-depth and comprehensive study.
Investigation into crisis communication in the Chinese context is still a nascent endeavor.
Studies in this field in China focus on two important issues: the contextual factors that affect
the crisis communication and distinct crisis management strategies deployed (Wang and
Laufer 2019). Ngai and Jin (2016) investigated the Chinese public‘s perceptions in Weibo (a
Chinese social platform) to the crisis communication strategy employed after the crash of
Asiana Airlines Flight 214. Hu and Pang (2018) explored indigenous corporate response
strategies in the context of China‘s crisis response strategies. However, methodologically,
these studies ignore content analysis of attitudes from different stakeholders. The rise of
publicly available media online makes possible more transparent claims about stakeholder
perspectives (Jiang; Huang; Wu; Choy; Lin, 2015).
Glocalization tries to seek a simultaneous attending to both global and local requirements
(Lehmberg and Hicks 2018). In intercultural crisis communication, glocalization helps to
adapt globally adopted frameworks according to local interpretations. This paper proposes a
glocalization approach for the analysis of international crisis communication, via a case
analysis of Dolce & Gabbana (D&G)‘s unsuccessful crisis communication response strategy
in China in 2018. More specifically, we ask: (1) What are the crisis communication strategies
adopted by D&G according to SCCT framework, and (2) what are the local interpretations of
the globally adopted framework in the Chinese context? This study contributes to
intercultural crisis communication literature in that the stakeholders‘ perspectives and a
glocalization approach are employed to adapt the globally accepted crisis communication
framework to this specific Chinese context by investigating the perspectives of the public.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Crisis Communication
A crisis is defined as the perception of an unpredictable event that threatens important
expectancies of stakeholders and can seriously affect an organization‘s performance and
generate negative outcomes (Coombs 2007). If a crisis is not properly dealt with in a short
time, it will often bring harm to the image of the organization. Therefore, research about
crisis communication, which refers to the way organizations use verbal and non-verbal
responses to solve crises, have grown rapidly in the last two decades (Huang et al 2005).
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Situational crisis communication theory (SCCT) has been put forward as the theoretical
approach adopted here. The SCCT framework is widely discussed in the field of crisis
communication (Cheng and Lee 2018). SCCT demands a theoretical link between crisis
situations and crisis response strategies (Coombs 2007). When an organization is involved in
a victim crisis situation, it can adopt a denial strategy that emphasizes a defensive strategy.
When an organization is involved in an unexpected crisis situation with medium
responsibility, it can adopt eliminating strategies such as excuses and justification. When an
organization is involved in a crisis situation with high responsibility for the misconduct, it
should ideally take responsibility and adopt accommodative strategies such as the sincere
apology (Tang and Lai 2017).
Based on the situational crisis communication theory, Tang and Lai (2016) chose the case of
―cancer teacher dismissal‖ as the research object and used the content analysis method to
analyze the response timing and communication strategies to identify the reason why Bowen
College failed to respond to the online public opinion. It is concluded that the organization
needs to analyze the type of public opinion crisis, the appropriate response strategies and also
the relationship between the response strategy and the response time. However, Wu (2013)
found the inconsistency between the practices and the theoretical suggestions in Taiwan‘s
crisis communication and national contexts can account for the inconsistency. Hui Zhao
(2020) examined the influences of national contexts on crisis attribution in SCCT, namely
technological, political and cultural factors. In summary, organizations should pay more
attention to the influences of national contexts on crisis attribution in SCCT.
Over the past two decades, many scholars have conducted theoretical verifications in
different crisis cases (Wu 2013). Recent studies have found that not only the strategies used
in non-western society are not entirely consistent with the theoretical suggestions in western
society (Wu 2013) but also stakeholders in different countries react differently to a crisis and
to crisis response strategies (Coombs and Laufer 2018). More researchers paid attention to
integrating contextual factors including culture, political, media systems and many other
factors (Lyu, 2012; Dhanesh and Sriramesh 2018) with theoretical framework in crisis
communication. Dhanesh and Sriramesh (2018) held that crisis responses should take into
account the influence of political and legal systems, the level of economic development,
media systems, and activism.
More extant research emphasized the public responses in crisis communication. For example,
Zhou and Shin (2017) used content analysis to examine press releases, news stories, and
public comments related to crisis cases to test the effectiveness of stealing thunder in
different environments. Ngai and Jin (2016) collected 8,530 responses from Chinese
stakeholders to crisis communication on the Chinese microblogging Website Sina Weibo.
Quantitative content analysis was used to analyze online public perceptions to the corporate
responses of self-mockery by China‘s largest e-commerce company-Alibaba (Kim et al 2016).
However, these studies focus mainly on collecting comments solely from Weibo or
newspapers and categorize these comments into different attitudes such as anger, blame,
positive or negative. Different stakeholders‘ perspectives are largely ignored.
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Therefore, in this study, to achieve a thorough and comprehensive understanding of public
attitudes towards a crisis, we not only collect comments from Weibo, Zhihu, WeChat as well
as Instagram, Facebook and YouTube, but also have in-depth semi-structured interviews.
Opinions from different stakeholders can help better understand Chinese people‘s attitudes
towards crisis communication and formulate better strategies for crisis communication in the
Chinese context. More and more research focus on testing the effectiveness of crisis
communication strategies or of more tailor-made strategies for specific context from the
responses of the public to crisis response strategies. It is important to collect comments from
different platforms and analyze the content of these comments towards each strategy by
SCCT. Thus, an in-depth investigation of stakeholders‘ perspectives to crisis communication
in a specific and non-western context becomes crucial for international communication and
for a critical analysis of crisis communication framework. Therefore, it is imperative to use a
triangulation method to achieve glocalized crisis communication in the Chinese context for
multinational corporations to achieve better intercultural communication in China.
2.2 Glocalization
We propose that glocalization can serve the internationalizing of crisis communication. As an
approach, ―glocalization‖ seeks to balance the universal (broad range of cultures) of
globalization and the particular (specific cultures) of localization in a way that caters to a
broader range of audience. George Ritzer (2003) defined glocalization as ―the
interpenetration of the global and the local resulting in unique outcomes in different
geographic areas.‖ It tries to seek a synthesized approach to meet both global and local
requirements (Lehmberg and Hicks 2018). There is an impressive list of fields of study to
which glocalization has been applied. For multinational enterprises, the concept of
―glocalization‖ can help enterprises adjust their products or services to meet the needs of
consumers in foreign markets (Chang 2016) since popular products in one area of the world
are often rejected by customers in other geographic areas (Rugman 2014). There are many
researches on the glocalization strategies used by multinational companies which diversify
the local factors that should be taken into account in international marketing. During the
expansion of Disneyland in Asia, it integrated globalization in management with localization
in human resources and marketing. It modified its marketing strategies according to
consumption ability, custom and the language of its Asian customers (Lu 2007). In
Bharti-Wal-Mart‘s glocalization experience, three categories of glocalization were listed
including adaptation to Indian culture, adaptation to local brands and products and adaptation
to local attitudes toward economizing (Matusitz 2015). Simi (2017) emphasized the
importance of catering to local religious beliefs and philosophy in Subway‘s (a restaurant)
expansion in India because 1/3 Indians are vegetarian. As to marketing expansion in China,
Vogue magazine‘s Chinese version adopted a wide range of localization strategy, such as
using the local model and story, using the Chinese characteristic mode of nonverbal
communication, etc.
Likewise, one-size-fits-all crisis communication strategies that are effective in western
societies may not be applicable in the Chinese society. Local factors essential to product and
service marketing are also important in international crisis communication. The glocalization
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strategy is not only helpful in international marketing but also in intercultural crisis
communication (Lehmberg and Hicks 2018). Within a given market or region, crisis
communication could tailor globally adopted frameworks to local interpretations. In a case
study involving McDonald‘s Corporation and its foreign subsidiary - McDonald‘s Japan,
Hearit‘s (2006) three-part rhetorical model of apologia is adopted as a framework for crisis
communication. Since the function and meaning of apology differ in Japan and the west, the
manner and content of apology in Japan should be modified to meet local needs. Although
glocalization can be applied to international crisis communication, it has only studied varying
interpretations to an apology in the Japanese context. For example, the apology meeting was
convened and run by two senior Japanese executives rather than the president of McDonald‘s
Japan. It sent a message to customers and victims that the company does not take these
incidents seriously and that they are not big enough for the president to explain publicly, or
for its employees take it seriously. During the apology meeting, executives provided the
detailed information of the incident. However, Japanese interpreted this as ―to offer an excuse‖
(Lehmberg and Hicks 2018). There are many other strategies for crisis communication and
local interpretations to them in different contexts have not been fully studied. Whether factors
taken into account in international marketing should be given equal importance to
glocalization of international crisis communication remains unclear. A comprehensive and
objective investigation of different stakeholders‘ attitudes in one region could offer insights
into the glocalization of crisis communication.
2.3 The Role of Social Media in Crisis Communication
With the rapid development of new media technology, social media has changed the way
people communicate and analyze information. Through social media, individuals can
exchange information with large groups of people in real time. Moreover, web-based mobile
devices have made social media readily accessible. Since social media makes a two-way
communication possible, it can be used in four types of crisis communication (Reuter et al.,
2012): communication from organizations to citizens (A2C), communication between
citizens (C2C), communication from citizens to organizations (C2A) and communication
between authorities (A2A). The present study focuses on A2C - Organizations use social
networking sites to reach out to the public for crisis communication, C2C - Citizens may
collect information of the organization‘s crisis communication and spread it to other citizens
and C2A - Citizens make comments on crisis communication response. Public-generated
content is useful in gauging the sentiment and attitudes to crisis communication (Serrano et al,
2017).
2.4 Context Analysis and Process Analysis
Five-part framework is built to analyze complex negotiation including identification of
negotiation architecture, context analysis, structural and relational analysis, process analysis
and decisional analysis (Crump 2015). We mainly focus on context analysis and process
analysis in this paper. Context analysis seeks to examine the specific context in which a
complex negotiation occurs. Process analysis can identify the date and event of the
negotiation, which can be further divided into phases or stages of negotiation process. This is
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an analytical tool for achieving understanding. In this paper, context analysis and process
analysis are necessary to have a clear understanding of the case and achieve glocalization of
crisis communication.
3. Methods
3.1 Case Study Research
This study examines the opinions from different stakeholders to reveal crisis communication
in the Chinese context by analyzing D&G‘s case. Case study is most appropriate to
examining the role of contextual variables (Dhanesh and Sriramesh 2018), in that it can
provide ―an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a single entity, phenomenon, or
social unit‖ (Merriam 1998: 34). Case study is well suited for developing an in-depth,
contextual, and holistic understanding (Yin 2009). In this study, drawing on multiple sources
of data, case study allows us to gain insights into public responses to a crisis. A review of
recent case studies reveals that contextual factors could influence crisis communication. For
example, Zhu (2017) provided important insights for practitioners and scholars to consider
local contexts in crisis communication by a case study of McDonald‘s and KFC‘s crises
management in China.
3.2 Triangulation
Triangulation is adopted as a method to collect public responses, and content analysis is used
to examine and categorize crisis communication strategies and public responses.
Triangulation means to combine multiple research materials, researchers, research theories
and research methods to analyze the same problem in the same research to obtain a
comprehensive in-depth explanation of the research problem, and to improve the breadth,
depth and dimension of the analysis (Sun 2006). In this paper, triangulation method can help
to obtain opinions to achieve glocalization of crisis communication in the Chinese context.
We collected posts towards D&G‘s crisis communication from major Chinese media
platforms including Sina Weibo, Zhihu (A total of 408 posts), WeChat official account (23
posts) as well as Instagram, Facebook and YouTube (344 posts) to represent different
stakeholders‘ perspectives.
Social media provides a new platform that sheds light on how the public reacts to crisis
communications. Sina Weibo is ―a Twitter-like microblogging service provided by Sina
Corporation‖ (Yuan and Feng and Danowski 2013: 1014). Without the requirement of high
level of knowledge and expression ability, its users cover a wide range of social strata (Wang
and Liu 2017).
Zhihu‘s user basis is China‘s emerging middle class and influential people. The proportion of
people with higher education in Zhihu reaches 80.1%. The proportion of people with master‘s
degree or above is higher than the overall level. Nearly 20% of users have overseas study
experience (Chen and He 2019). Zhihu users mainly come from practitioners and scholars in
science and technology, media, law, culture, art and other fields (Chen and He, 2019). They
are active in the fields they are good at or interested in (Ru and Hu 2016). Based on their own
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professional knowledge, they can answer relevant questions professionally and objectively
(Ru and Hu 2016).
Additionally, we also collected 23 articles about D&G‘s crisis communication from WeChat
official accounts. WeChat‘s official account can provide a new way of information
dissemination for media and individuals. In recent years, the scale of WeChat users continues
to expand, becoming the communication tool with the highest frequency and longest duration
(Yang, 2020). WeChat official account is based on WeChat‘s huge user base. It fits the
current people‘s fragmented reading habits, and the transmission form is relatively new,
attracting audiences through video, graphic and text combination, and effectively improving
the effectiveness of information dissemination (Yang, 2020).
Facebook is a social network service in the United States and Instagram is a photo-sharing
social application. YouTube is the largest video website in the world. On these platforms, we
only analyze text messages but exclude content such as pictures, videos, and hyperlinks from
analysis.
Semi-structured interviews help us have a better understanding of the responses. There are
two types of interviews: face-to-face interviews and online interviews. Firstly, we are able to
collect specific and accurate information, which online comments fail to provide. Secondly,
interview can help us have a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the comments
collected. We conducted interviews with three university teachers and eight students of
different majors. The three university teachers include one Australian teacher from
Guangdong University of Foreign Studies and two teachers from Hefei Normal University.
All the teachers are professors who teach Business English. T is a professor from University
of Technology Sydney, who has been working at universities in Japan, the U.S. and Australia
for over 30 years; Yu is an associate professor in the school of foreign languages of Hefei
Normal University. She was a visiting scholar at New York University and San Diego State
University. Her main research interests are intercultural communication and English language
testing. Zheng is an associate professor with research interests in Business English, language,
cultural soft power and international politics. Although these teachers are not experts in crisis
communication, they are professional in cross-cultural research. The eight students include 5
boys and 3 girls at the average age of 24. 7 students are graduate students among whom there
are 1 medical major- Pan, 1 psychological major - Zheng, 1 political major - Han and 4
English Majors – Li, Hu, Xiong, Wang. There is 1 undergraduate student specializing in lawXiao.
Comments on platforms and from interview represent opinions of the nation, the whole
public. The whole nation rather than only consumers should be the focus of our intercultural
study because the research is conducted from the perspective of intercultural crisis
communication. This is not research about product promotion, which requires collection of
feedback from users. It is because they are naï
ve to crisis communication knowledge that
their comments can reflect the common people‘s views, just as the members of the jury do
not need systematic legal knowledge.
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4. Review of the Case
Table 1. Timeline of D&G‘s incident in China
Time

November 17, 11:00
am, 1:52
pm, 4:48
pm. November
2018
November
November
November
23, 2018
17, 2018
21, 2018
21, 2018

Event

The
Insulting
promotional
words
video released exposed
online

―The Great
Show‖
canceled
―Being
hacked‖
statement
released

Response

Victimage
response
released

Apology
video
released

4.1 Stage 1: D&G’s Video Release
On November 17, 2018, Dolce & Gabbanna (D&G), a luxury brand in Italy, released a
promotional video ―Eating with Chopsticks‖ to warm up ―The Great Show‖ in Shanghai,
China. The video was released in D&G‘s Weibo official account and D&G‘s official account
in Instagram. The video depicts a Chinese woman, bedazzled in D&G‘s jewelry, using
chopsticks to eat pizza, spaghetti, and an oversized pastry called cannoli. However, the video
arouses controversy about racial discrimination. There are comments like ―I feel bad for the
model‖, ―I found it absolutely offensive‖, and ―Such tasteless ads. Full of sexual innuendos
and condescending remarks‖, ―The tone is insulting. The tone sounds so much like he pities
her for being in China.‖ ―You are showing an overly dressed individual who look stupid
trying to eat Italian food with ‗small stick shaped cutlery‘.‖ There are also comments with
neutral sentiment towards this video: ―I don‘t get why it is racist. Could someone please
explain in a friendly manner?‖ ―I don‘t see any racism content in this ad. Can someone
explain to me? ‖.
4.2 Stage 2: D&G’s Insulting Words Provoke Public Anger
On November 21, 2018, at 11 am, the insulting words ―country of shit‖ made by one of
D&G‘s designers was exposed online which immediately provoked public anger. An Asian
model exposed a screenshot of her conversation with Stefano Gabbana, designer of D&G on
social media Instagram. In this screenshot, the designer used the poop emoji to attack China
in this statement: ―I will say the country of (the poop emoji) is China.‖ Netizens‘ comments
are more negative than the early advertisements with words such as ―get out, insult, farewell
and trash‖. Many famous Chinese stars including Kun Chen, Ziyi Zhang, Junkai Wang and
some models declared their non-attendance at D&G‘s Shanghai show. They declared their
stands in Weibo. Kun Chen says, ―I will not attend D&G‘s show tonight.‖ Ziyi Zhang says,
―Ziyi Zhang will not attend the D&G show in Shanghai tonight. From now, Ms. Zhang and
her team will not purchase or use any D&G products.‖ Junkai Wang: ―it is no doubt that you
are the best, my country.‖ Bingbing Li: ―I love my country.‖ Chinese netizens also expressed
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their anger: ―we can never forgive the words ‗country of shit‘. Please get out of China‖. ―Get
your shit cloths out of China.‖
4.3 Stage 3: “Being Hacked”
At 1:52 p.m., November 21, 2018, D&G later posted a statement on Instagram and Weibo
that one of D&G designer‘s account (on which the insulting words ―country of shit‖ was
made) had been hacked but the statement aroused more criticism. Some netizens said, ―This
is an outdated excuse. I don‘t believe it.‖ ―It is too stupid for them to use this excuse.‖ ―They
insult our intelligence. They insult us again. ‖ At the same time, the communist youth
league‘s official account released a statement in Weibo that ―We welcome foreign enterprises
to invest and do business in China, and foreign enterprises operating in China should respect
China and the Chinese people. This is also the minimum requirement for any enterprise to
invest in other countries and carry out cooperation.‖
4.4 Stage 4: “The Great Show” Canceled
D&G‘s Shanghai show, scheduled for November 21, 2018, was canceled after many famous
Chinese stars ceased to attend the show. D&G prepared an enormous show covering 18700
square meters with 40 stars, 360 models, 1600 furnishings and equipment, 500 pieces of
clothes, totaling 8 million RMB. Then, at 4: 48 pm, D&G made a response on Instagram and
Weibo that it is not only unfortunate to them, but to those work day and night for the show. In
the evening, Chinese stars including Dilireba and Junkai Wang announced their termination
of the agreement with D&G. After models and stars issued boycott statements, eight
mainstream e-commerce platforms operating luxury business in China have removed all
products related to D&G off the shelves including three major e-commerce giants T-mall,
Jingdong and Suning e-commerce as well as Netease koala, luxury e-commerce Siku,
Vipshop, Store 1 and overseas shopping platforms.
4.5 Stage 5: Apology Video Released
On November 23, 2018, finally, three days after the promotional video was released, the two
designers made an apology in a short video in Weibo. After 3 hours, they released it in
Instagram, Facebook. However, the video caused a lot of controversy as well.
5. Theoretical Framework
SCCT proposes that an organization‘s reputation and image could be restored if it chooses an
appropriate crisis communication response (Coombs 2006). The SCCT framework includes
attacking the accuser, denial, scapegoating, making excuses, justifications, compensation, and
apology strategies, etc. When a crisis occurs, an organization should first classify the crisis
according to the initial crisis responsibility. SCCT proposes that a crisis response strategy
should match the crisis situation (see Tables 2 and 3). In a victim cluster, for example a
natural disaster, rumor, workplace violence and product tampering, the denial strategy should
be adopted to the crisis such as denial or attacking the accuser because the organization is a
victim of the crisis with no responsibility. In the accidental cluster such as a technical error or
product accident, the diminishing strategy should be adopted such as excuse and justification
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because the organization has medium responsibility. In the preventable cluster such as
human-error accident and organizational misdeed, the rebuild strategy should be adopted
such as compensation and apology because the organization has to take full responsibility for
the accident. The reputational threat is also affected by the other two factors including crisis
history and prior relational reputation.
Table 2. Crisis clusters and corresponding degree of responsibility
Crisis clusters
Victim cluster

Crisis types
Degree of responsibility
Natural disaster/rumor/ Workplace No responsibility
violence/ Product tempering

Accidental cluster

Challenges/
Technical-error Medium responsibility
accidents/Technical-error product harm

Preventable cluster

Human-error accidents/
High responsibility
Human-error
product
harm
/Organizational misdeed with no
injuries/
Organizational
misdeeds
management
misconduct/
Organizational misdeed with injuries

Table 3. The match between crisis cluster and response strategies
Crisis Cluster
Victim
Accidental

Response Strategy
Deny
Diminish

Specific Strategies
Attack, Denial, Scapegoat
Excuse, Justification

Preventable
Bolstering

Rebuild

Compensation, Apology
Reminder, Ingratiation, Victimage

6. Data Collection
Qualitative content analysis is used to explore the response strategies of D&G. Qualitative
content analysis allows for the interpretation of content using systematic classification
process of coding and identifying themes or patterns (Schreier 2012). The difference between
quantitative and qualitative content analysis is that the former is a research technique used to
examine manifest content of communication in terms of frequency counts (Berelson 1952),
while the latter goes beyond frequency counts. Besides analyzing manifest content, it dives
deeper and seeks to understand latent meanings (Kracauer 1952). The three main crisis
communication strategies of ―denial‖, ―victimage‖, and ―apology video‖ were adopted by
D&G in an attempt to restore their image, according to SCCT (listed in Table 4). In the
apology video, we coded three sub-strategies with an apology and the ingratiation strategies
explicitly mentioned by Coombs. Public opinion towards D&G can be deduced from the
public comments posted in official social media accounts in Weibo, Zhihu, WeChat,
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. In order to collect data in these different platforms, we
have taken different measures.
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Firstly, on Weibo platform, D&G posted the three responses on D&G‘s official Weibo
account. However, since D&G opened the comment selection function for the denial response
and victimage response, we have no access to check the comments on these two responses.
Therefore, we have to collect comments on the first two responses from one of China‘s most
influential Weibo account - Global Times. The reason why we collect comments from Global
Times is listed as below. Wu Zhongyuan (2018) took the official microblogs of 15 traditional
media as the research object. He selected six key indicators, and used SPSS software to
conduct principal component analysis on the factors that determine the influence of
traditional media microblogs. Finally, it is concluded that the top three most influential news
media are People‘s Daily, CCTV News and Global Times. However, on the CCTV News
platform, there is no discussion on D&G‘s three responses. Finally, we found the post about
denial strategy in the Global Times and the post about victimage in the People‘s Daily.
Therefore, we collected comments on denial from the Global Times (Note 1) and on
victimage from People‘s Daily (Note 2) and on apology from under D&G‘s post in the
official account (Note 3) in descending order of the number of likes.
Fortunately, the Instagram account of D&G is the main channel for them to spread
information and release products. We found three responses from D&G‘s posts in Instagram
respectively, under which we selected 89 comments on the first response, 70 comments on
the second response and 82 comments on the third response respectively in descending order
of the number of likes.
However, on Zhihu, Facebook and YouTube, there are few topics separately related to the
three crisis communication strategies by D&G. Therefore, it is deemed necessary to isolate
the attitudes related to the three crisis communication strategies from these comments. When
coding public comments towards D&G‘s crisis responses, coders firstly have to identify
which crisis response each public comment is responding to, and ignore irrelevant comments.
We also collected 23 articles from WeChat official accounts by conducting a search of the
keywords ―D&G‘s crisis communication‖. We have to check all the articles under these
keywords one by one and eliminate repetitive articles. After collecting the final 23 articles,
the last step is to isolate attitudes to the three strategies respectively.
Finally, in order to have a thorough investigation of public attitudes, 3 teachers in university
and 8 students with different majors were interviewed. The detailed information of them is
listed in the triangulation part. The number of comments from different channels are listed in
Table 5.
Table 4. Crisis communication strategy adopted by D&G
Media reports
Insulting
words
provoke public anger
Stars cease attendance
at the show

Response
Hacked, rumor

Response strategy
Denial: attacking the accuser:
others setting me up
….not only unfortunate to us, but Victimage
to those worked day and night
for this.
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Apology
released

Making mistakes in interpreting Apology: blaming
understanding
is culture
Claiming they love China and Ingratiation
Chinese culture.

video

cultural

Table 5. Number of comments collected
denial
victimage
apology
95
97
103
36
26
51
12
1
8
89
70
82
24
4
54
23 articles
11 interviewees including 3 teachers and 8 students

Weibo
Zhihu
Facebook
Instagram
YouTube
WeChat official accounts
Interview
7. Analysis

As demonstrated in the above tables, the crisis communication, namely denial, victimage,
apology adopted by D&G engender different public responses. In the analysis section, we
will analyze and categorize responses towards each strategy to reveal attitudes in detail.
7.1 Denial Strategy
The denial response is adopted to deal with the crisis of the insulting statements made by one
of the two designers. After categorization, comments towards this statement is listed in Table
6. This statement which was released in Instagram and Weibo (Note 4) is as follows:
“Our Instagram account has been hacked. So as the account of Stefano Gabbana. Our legal
office is urgently investigating. We are very sorry for any distress caused by these
unauthorized posts. We have nothing but respect for China and the people of China.”
Table 6. Comments on denial strategy
Weibo

Zhihu

WeChat
It

Authoritative

Please

show

Facebook's

confirmation

official

proof

security

(暴躁汪)

can

team

is

unless

Instagram
so

stupid

you

can

Where

is

YouTube

Facebook

Interview

the

investigation

provide

produce a platform

results?

them with login

or police certificate

(Sylviali0731)

records (罗磊)

(万能的大叔)
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Outdated
excuse

and

arrogance

I thought there

D&G

is

so

It is difficult for

The hackers not

This

wasn't

such

childish to shirk

D&G to get away

hacked the ID,

excuse. (Mike)

stupid

PR

responsibility

with this with such

they hacked the

efforts explaining

an childish excuse.

designer‘s head.

the

(章辞)

(Sunnysunny

words.

619)

chooses a simple

anymore. It is

with

so

excuse (伊小甸)

outdated

such

an

(Jee)

is

an

He is reluctant to
spend time and

insulting
So

and

he

easy

response.
(Zheng)
Prior history

I don't believe in

I think we need

He is liar and

We can see they

being

to look at the

sexist

disrespect

previous

racist homo!

hacked.

Because

they

used to flirt with

behaviors

of

Chinese culture.

Gabbana.

(Kat

(冷芸)

and kim)

and

Chinese

culture

from

their

previous
promotional
photos. (Zheng)

Value

Values are the

It is necessary for

cornerstone

them

of

to

rebuild

an enterprise at

their value. ( 网 络

any time. (姐夫

舆情和危机公关)

李公关)
Sincerity

The

core

crisis

of

The golden rule of

Your

public

crisis management

isn‘t hacked. If

definitely

is

you

insincere.

relations

is

sincerity

and

sincerity

and

speed.

account

want

to

apologize ! Do it

responsibility.

in

a

They

are

(Xiong)

sincere

manner.
(Zoeexiao)
When

Speed first

crisis

Your posts means

occurs, companies

a

nothing. It‘s too

should

late. (Minicyn)

respond

quickly and control
the situation.
Responsibilit

People

who

In the face of crisis,

You

y

have the courage

enterprises must try

cowards.

to pass the buck.

and courage

to do bad thing

their

(Cmba8)

(Hu)

but

appease consumers,

lack

the

best

courage to bear

compensate

the

consumers'

to

responsibility

interests and have

are

the courage to take

the

obscene.

most

two

are

They are trying

responsibility.
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Conflict

of

civilization

Information that is
humorous on ―we
media‖ platform in
one

culture

will

produce
immeasurable
public

opinion

responses

in

another culture.
National

There is a group of

Insulting

our

dignity

post-90s

network

nation can never

nationalists. ( 新 传

be forgiven no

考研真经)

matter

what

response

D&G

makes. (Xiao)
Vulgar

Shit brand, shit

language

design.
(Young_yuting)

Swearing not

I

to

nothing

buy

will

buy
from

D&G’s

D&G.

product

(S.september)

No words for

Many of my

Cause

promotional

Chinese

incident is that

video

friends
these

of

think

video but they

videos

fail to explain it.

are

So

stereotypical,

diffident about it

racist

because

and

they

truly

However,

discriminate

No
was

made. (Jasmin

against

Chinese

people. (Pan)

M. Zhang)
The correct brand

The quality of

awareness

clothes from this

is

to

keep pace with the

brand

is

time because the

good

actually,

brand rather than

not

the product leaves

brands,

impression

focus on quantity

on

like

very

other
which

users. (Kuangzhen

rather

MIC)

quality. (Cris)
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The responses were classified by social media platform. Combined with the above table, We
would like to introduce the views on denial strategies collected from different platforms as a
whole. Since users on different platforms have different educational backgrounds and social
status, some comments overlap while others are different.
The comments on the denial strategy collected from the Weibo platform mainly focus on
three aspects: authoritative confirmation and outdated, flimsy excuse.
The main findings from Zhihu platform include the prior history, enterprise values, attitude
and sincerity of response, and responsibility and courage in addition to the above mentioned
two aspects.
In WeChat official accounts, four new ideas are discovered, including speed first,
responsibility, national sentiment, civilization conflict.
In the comments on Instagram platform, attitude, sincerity, courage and speed are also
mentioned as well as insulting remarks and swearing that they would not buy their products
in the future. Most of them were emotional and abusive.
On the YouTube platform, someone makes a rational analysis on the possibility of being
hacked, proving that it was impossible to be hacked and mentioned D&G‘s previous behavior.
However, the most noteworthy thing was that a user in YouTube and a user in WeChat have
conflicting opinion in the overreaction aspect.
On Facebook, it is mentioned that the denial response only explained the insulting remarks,
but did not explain the previous promotional video, which was also mentioned in interview.
In the interview, professor Zheng thinks that the being hacked strategy reflects D&G‘s
arrogance. What‘s more, Xiao mentions national dignity, which coincides with the
above-mentioned national sentiment in WeChat official account.
The different views will be analyzed in detail in the following part.
7.1.1 Prior History
According to SCCT, D&G adopted the denial strategy to prove their innocence. SCCT states
that if the organization wants to take no responsibility for the crisis, the denial strategy can be
used for spreading rumors and challenging the crisis. D&G regarded the crisis as being a
result of being hacked by others. However, the reputational threat is also affected by the other
two factors: crisis history and prior reputation. D&G has a history of similar crises and a prior
negative relationship reputation. Leng Yun, a Zhihu user, said, ―They are definitely not
hacked because they have offended Chinese culture before.‖ (Note 5) In an interview with
professor Zheng (Dec. 23, 2019), he displayed the promotional photos made by D&G in 2018,
which also insulted Chinese people by an intentional sharp contrast between glamorous
models and ragged Chinese people. Kat and kim, a YouTube also user said, ―I think we need
to look at the previous behaviors of Gabbana.‖ The denial strategy backfired in this case.
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7.1.2 Outdated Excuse and Arrogance
Chinese people, especially younger ones, refuse to accept ―being hacked‖ due to their daily
exposure to ―clichés‖ like this. Some people from Weibo comment, ―It is stupid to use this
strategy‖, ―They are insulting our intelligence again‖, and ―This is a convenient strategy‖.
Yutushiyue, a WeChat user, says: ―Do you regard the Chinese people as a fool or are you a
fool yourself? Even if you are really hacked, you can‘t say you are hacked.‖ (Note 6)
Xinchuangyi, another Wechat user, explains the reason why the strategy is not readily
accepted is that the level of knowledge and awareness of the masses have been greatly
improved, and this explanation has completely failed to win the trust of the masses. (Note 7)
In the interviews, none of the interviewees believes D&G has been truly hacked. ―Outdated‖
and ―excuse‖ are often present in all the online media comments. In an interview, a student
surnamed Li (Oct. 23, 2019) says, ―Due to the development of the Internet in China,
especially the popularity of social platforms among young people, negative news is always
accompanied by a statement that the account has been hacked. It almost becomes a clichéin
China.‖ Nowadays, with the development of technology, the mass have a profound
understanding of some common routines and expressions used in crisis public relations.
Professor Zheng thinks that D&G‘s arrogance can account for their use of this
time-consuming, effortless and convenient excuse. As professor Zheng (2019.10. 23) says,
―We need eggs but we squeeze the living space of hens because we look down upon hens.
D&G also looks down upon the Chinese because it is so easy for them to make money from
the Chines people. It is reluctant to spend time and efforts explaining the insulting words. So
it chooses a simple and easy response.‖
7.1.3 Speed First
A WeChat official account comments that once the crisis breaks out, enterprises should seize
every minute to deal with the crisis and D&G should have had a bigger voice by actively
releasing information, and then guided the public opinion by clarifying the truth to achieve
the purpose of pacifying public opinion. (Note 8) Xinchuangyi, a WeChat user says, ―In the
era of ‗we media‘, especially with the highly developed network information at home and
abroad, the crisis only takes a few hours from fermentation to outbreak, leaving less and less
time for public relations. Therefore, it is highly necessary for the public relations team to
respond immediately, understand the causes of the crisis and the core problems, then select
reasonable response measures.‖ (Note 9)
7.1.4 Conflict of Civilization
Public Relations World Magazine, a WeChat official account, mentions this unique
interpretation from cultural conflict perspective. ―Multinational corporations are faced with
people in totally different cultural backgrounds. When they release information that they
think is humorous on ‗we media‘ platform, it will produce immeasurable public opinion
responses in another culture. In the current economic globalization, the conflict of civilization
is the course that ‗we media‘ public relation practitioners must learn, otherwise the harm of
secondary crisis is incalculable.‖ (Note 10)
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7.1.5 Responsibility, Sincerity and Courage
In the Chinese context, undertaking responsibility ranks highly because it denotes sincerity.
Zoeexiao, an Instagram user says, ―Your account isn‘t hacked. If you want to apologize! Do
it in a sincere manner.‖ 姐夫李公关 (Note 11) says, ―The core of public relations is attitude
and responsibility. Even if really hacked, the leader of the enterprise also needs to have the
courage to stand up and communicate.‖ ―Coward‖ is a negative word to describe D&G‘s
behavior. ―Shuaiguo‖ in Chinese means to shirk responsibility. Although SCCT states that
when you have no responsibility for the crisis, you can deny it to prove your innocence. 皇太
极 (Note 12), a Zhihu user, says, ―You are ignorant because you make promotional video to
make fun of China. You are so rude to make insulting words online. You have no courage to
bear the responsibility for your insulting words. Above all, you are shameless. People who
have the courage to do bad thing but lack the courage to bear the responsibility are the most
obscene.‖ We should attach importance to responsibility in dealing with a crisis in the
Chinese context.
Chinese people admire and appreciate those who have the courage to take responsibility for
mistakes while westerners think admission of guilt can mark the beginning of legal and
reputational difficulties to come (Tyler 1997). From the perspective of crisis management,
only by being brave enough to take responsibility and showing full honesty to the public can
we finally gain public sympathy, understanding, trust and support.
7.1.6 National Dignity Is Inviolable
There is one important reason why being hacked is not accepted. In an interview with a
student surnamed Xiao (Oct. 23, 2019) in Jilin Police College who was once a solider, she
says in an angry manner, ―Insulting our country is different from extramarital relationship or
something else. Insulting our nation can never be forgiven no matter what response D&G
makes.‖ She expresses the same strong feeling of patriotism as other online platform users‘
comments. On those platforms, we collected many comments making dirty words to vent
anger and even ―burning D&G‘s clothes‖ to express their patriotism and nationalism. As 新
传考研真经 (Note 13), an official account says, ―There is a group of post-90s network
nationalists. Network technology and nationalism are integrated in the process for personal
subject construction. This new network nationalism is called ‗fan nationalism‘. D&G should
realize the seriousness of the situation that those ―nationalists‖ boycott anyone who harms the
sacred dignity of the nation. Denial strategy is applied inappropriately in this crisis with
strong nationalistic sentiment.‖
7.1.7 Over-Reaction
There are also positive opinions towards the insulting words made by D&G. In the YouTube
clip, a Chinese woman says, ―they have no choice but to say ‗being hacked‘ because apology
means to owning up to make insulting words.‖ In another YouTube video, Cris, an American
man, says in a YouTube video,
“D&G may have some quarrel with the Vietnam girl (the girl who releases the screenshot).
They have a private conversation but the girl is angry in the quarrel so she exposes the
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screenshot with insulting words. The designer is angry too. Every angry man would do
something insane. It is understandable. But a brand should not be destroyed just because of
the personal performance. Because the quality of clothes from this brand is very good
actually, not like other brands which focus on quantity rather than quality. It is a great loss if
the whole world boycott the brand just because one person’s mistake. A person endures all
kinds of hardships to establish a brand, only to lose the brand because of a few words, this is
a scary thing. Because when a brand collapses, it is not just the loss of the designer, it is the
loss of the brand, but also the number of people who work for the brand and that is a tough
thing. If such an event occurs, consumers should be allowed to choose whether to buy or
not.”
It is clear that Cris thinks Chinese people overreacted to the insulting words and Chinese
people make a close relationship between products and the designers. Therefore, Chinese
people boycott the brand and its products. However, Cris thinks there is a separation between
designers and products because he buys products due to its good quality. There is a
controversy about whether or not we should separate the products from designers. In the
WeChat official account platform, an account named 旷真 MIC (Note 14) expresses the
opposite opinion,
In the Internet era, any brand can no longer rely solely on product advantages and ignore
user experience to win future customers, just like traditional marketing thinking. Users are
the core of marketing mode in the Internet era, and the so-called fan economy is the
user-centered marketing thinking. If the enterprise still maintain the superiority of the
product thinking, eventually they will be abandoned by users. So in the Internet era, how
should we set up the right brand awareness, establish a complete public relations system?
The correct brand awareness is to keep pace with the time because the brand rather than the
product leaves impression on users.
When operating in a comparatively collectivistic cultural context like China, a company can
never excise its relation with top executives. Collectivist values are associated with an
interdependent perspective of the self, where ―others become an integral part of the setting,
situation, or context to which the self is connected, fitted, and assimilated‖ (Markus &
Kitayama, 1991). In this case, Gabbana, who made the derogatory comments, is the designer
and founder CEO for the company. The cleave point between designer and products may not
be readily available. It also has something to do with power distance. In China where the
power distance is comparatively higher, the designer and CEO represents the image of the
company. As Shunshi Technology Network Public relations Company, an official account,
says, ―It is fine if the average shop assistant has these problems, but D&G‘s biggest problem
is that it is the direct leader, the top designer who makes those insulting words, which also
makes crisis communication very troublesome.‖
7.2 Victimage Strategy
Victimage is adopted to deal with the non-attendance of Chinese stars in the fashion show.
D&G said in Weibo (Note 15) and Instagram,
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“Our dream was to bring to Shanghai a tribute event dedicated to China which tells us
history and vision. It was not simply a fashion show, but something that we created especially
with love and passion for China and all the people around the world who loves Dolce &
Gabbana. What happened today was very unfortunate not only for us, but also for all the
people who worked day and night to bring this event to life. From the bottom of our hearts,
we would like to express our gratitude to our friends and guests.”
We isolated comments related to the victimage strategy from topics about D&G in these
social media platforms by searching for key words like ―D&G‘s show cancelled‖, ―D&G
unfortunate‖. The category of these comments is listed in Table 7.
According to SCCT, victimage can be adopted when the organization has to take no or
medium responsibility for the crisis. In this case, D&G suffered a financial loss of more than
8 million RMB due to the cancellation of the show. However, according to the comments,
this strategy does not produce compassion from Chinese people. On the contrary, the
victimage strategy in this case brings negative comments.
First of all, we would like to compare the comments on this response from various platforms.
The comments on the microblog pointed out that the response did not mean apology at all,
but meant grievance, blame and arrogance. Some also pointed out the language problem that
the statement should be made in Chinese rather than English.
In the Zhihu platform, in addition to the above-mentioned grievance, blame and arrogance,
users also point out a sense of regret indicated in the statement.
In the official account of WeChat, users also point out that there was no apology for the
statement but grievance, arrogance and regret.
In the YouTube platform, users say no apology, but blame in the statement.
The comments on Instagram point out that D&G tried to play the role of victim and had a
strong sense of ethnocentrism.
Facebook users have less comment on the statement, but mainly point to the undesirable side
of the victim role he tried to play.
In the interview, professor Zheng analyzes the statement from the language level in detail,
which will be discussed in the following analysis. After further categorization, analysis of
these comments was divided into two parts.
Table 7. Comments on victimage strategy
Weibo

Zhihu

WeChat

YouTube

Instagram

Facebook

Interview

Where is the

No

official
accounts
No apology

No apology words

No

apology

Only

They

words

(Xingwusuoai)

words

in

unfortunate, no

apologize.

sorry?

words

apology

They

(Ling_rh)

(Professor Yu)

the

statement
(Tuchuipaopao)

never

never

apology

say sorry.
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for

the cancellation

regret for the
show.

of the show

7.2.1 Victimage Indicates Arrogance and Superiority
The tone of grievance and blame in the statement can indicate arrogance. Yutushuyue (Note
16) from the WeChat official account reinterprets the statement, ―Are you idiots? I
condescended to Shanghai to hold the exhibition. It is so obvious that I want to make money.
It is your fault to sense the discrimination! It is your fault that the show is cancelled. My only
fault is that my discrimination is too obvious!‖ Then Yutushuyue further claims, ―It‘s the
legendary ‗suicidal apology.‘ The ability of D&G and its designers to ‗show discrimination
against a nation‘ and ‗show self-conceit, arrogance and ignorance‘ is at its peak in this
statement.‖
The absence of ―sorry‖ to the Chinese people also indicates D&G‘s arrogance.大成商道
(Note 17), a WeChat official account says, ―In this statement, the word ‗gratitude‘ is targeted
at the friends and guests who made preparation for the show. There is no apology made to
China and Chinese people.‖ There are two explanations for this situation. The first one is that
D&G still fails to realize the emotional distress brought to Chinese people so they only show
the gratitude to those who made efforts for the show. The second one is that D&G shows
quite arrogant attitude, which will be explained by professor Zheng from the language angle.
In the interview, professor Zheng (Oct. 23, 2019) carefully analyzes the words in victimage
statement, ―This statement is like what God says to his people. The words ‗bring‘, ‗tribute‘,
‗tell our history and vision‘ can indicate this. For example, God would say ‗I will bring you
light, I will bring you food, and I will bring you life‘. They say ‗we‘ are unfortunate and then
the workers, but they do not mention the Chinese people. They express their gratitude to
friends and customers but not to the Chinese people.‖ He says, ―D&G thinks that you
Chinese people are not my friends or my clients. What is your qualification to judge and let
us apologize?‖ Zheng points out this arrogant attitude between the company‘s words in the
statement. D&G‘s statement indicates that the show is a charity to the Chinese people and it
is such a pity for the Chinese people missing the show. D&G‘s mistake lies in overlooking
China from the very beginning. D&G thinks that the Chinese people should have looked up
to D&G. Intercultural communication demands equality and respect. D&G‘s response reveals
that they feel they are superior to the Chinese people.
7.2.2 Victimage Indicates a Self-Oriented or Self-Centered Mindset
―Self-centered‖ means being limited to or caring only about yourself and your own needs.
Grievance and blame can reflect their self-centered mindset. As professor Yu (Oct. 24, 2019)
says, ―The statement shows a complaint tone with the word ‗unfortunate‘ that our Chinese
people‘s overreaction leads to their loss of money. D&G does not mention the damage
brought to Chinese people.‖ A Zhihu user 瞎扯乱谈 (Note 18) says, ―The statement is more
likely to show that D&G is seeking international sympathy and support for itself, while
ignoring the harm it has done to Chinese consumers.‖ Liu Run, former director of Microsoft,
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says, ―The essence of crisis communication is public sentiment management.‖ In many cases,
the public is very concerned about whether enterprises care about their feelings. Therefore,
enterprises should think from the perspective of the public and treat the public as victims.
However, an Australian teacher, T says, ―For D&G, China is more powerful than the
company. The reactions of the Chinese public leads to the cancellation of the show. Therefore,
they think they are the victim.‖ From D&G‘s standpoint, there is huge damage due to the
cancellation of the show. From Chinese people‘s standpoint, the insulting words offend
national dignity and hurt their feelings. Intercultural crisis communication requires empathy
and a public-oriented mindset to deal with a crisis. Even if the public has a certain
responsibility in the crisis, the enterprise should not place the blame on the public; otherwise,
it will only deepen the contradiction and cause public antipathy, which is not conducive to
solving problems.
7.3 Apology Strategy
D&G finally released their apology video six days after the original promotional video was
released. At the beginning, it was released on the Weibo platform (Note 19). Here is the
script.
“Over the past few days, we have been seriously reflecting that our love for China is as
strong as ever. Countless visits have deepened our love for Chinese culture. Of course, we
still have a lot to learn. We must apologize for the mistake we made in our previous statement.
We will never forget this experience and lesson, and this kind of thing will never happen
again. At the same time, we will do our best to better understand and respect Chinese culture.
Finally, we ask for your forgiveness sincerely. I am sorry. We will never forget this
experience and lesson, and it will never happen again. At the same time, we will do our best
to better understand and respect Chinese culture. Finally, we ask for your forgiveness
sincerely. Sorry (in Chinese).”
There are various comments concerning this apology video in Weibo, Zhihu, official
accounts, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and interviews. Criticism towards the video
focused on many aspects. According to SCCT, an apology should be adopted when the
organization has to take full responsibility for the crisis in the preventable cluster. The
preventable cluster has very strong attributions of crisis responsibility and the event is
considered purposeful (Coombs and Holladay 2002). D&G finally recognized their mistake
and made the apology video. However, the negative comments still far outweigh the positive
comments. Comments on apology video is listed in Table 8.
Weibo users evaluate the apology video from six aspects, including the special offer of
apology for Chinese, the inconsistent strategy, time, purpose, content and external
performance of the apology.
Zhihu users mention that the special offer for Chinese, the inconsistency, as well as the
purpose of the apology, the content of the apology, and the external performance.
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Users of WeChat official account emphasize the importance of action and the importance of
authority confirmation besides the above aspects.
WeChat users emphasize the importance of action and the authority affirmation.
The key points of the interview include the special offer, the inconsistent strategy, and
untimeliness, the purpose of the apology, the external performance, and the importance of
action.
A YouTube user, Lao lei, analyzes in detail his unique view about being forced to apologize,
which will be described in detail below.
Few comments collected on Instagram and Facebook are mainly from the special offer, time
and external performance to interpret the apology video.
Table 8. Comments on apology strategy
Weibo

Zhihu

WeChat official YouTube

Instagram

Facebook

Interview

account
Special offer The video is The apology did Unlike
for China

the

A

sincere

not released in not appear on second response,

apology must be

Instagram

made,

or Instagram,

the the video of the

Twitter.

social

apology

(Luxiaolin)

networking site posted only on

the Chinese by

where

naming them on

the Weibo.

incident

was

specifically

(Anhe

took etiquette)

to

Instagram.

place.

(Jayjayjayjayden

(Dongyun)

)

Consistent

Isn't it being At

the

I think their

It‘s hard to believe that

strategy

hacked?

you

account

your apology is sincere,

So beginning,

you admit you deny
didn‘t hacked you
before?

it.

Now

admit

been

it.

(Qichacha)

(Qiuminshsha

has

hacked

in

contrast

again.

previous

(Christopher

(Wang)

to

your

response.

Wu)

nshenche)
Untimeliness

It is too late to

It is too late.

Too late and too It is too late to It is too late. Information

apologize.

(Zhangci)

fake.

(Zhangyuqing)

xia)

(Yannick apologize.
lee)

(Boni is transmitted so fast.
Now the situation a little
out of control. (Wang)

Purpose

Are

you D&G begins to And when all of They

are

Because
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interests

apologizing to bow for Chinese China‘s

apologizing to

were threatened, they had

our people or market.

e-commerce

the

money,
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not

the

money? (Zhuoxiaoyu)

(Tomatofrydan

removed

ke)

products, Dolce (Donter Tan)

loss. (Hu)

their people.
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keep look
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to deal with the
incident.
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technology)

7.3.1 The Content of Apology: Cultural Misunderstanding or Value?
D&G diverts their mistakes on cultural misunderstanding without mentioning of the
promotional video and insulting words. Instead of acknowledging the inappropriateness of his
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insulting remarks and propaganda video, the CEO of D&G used the excuse of ―our cultural
misunderstanding‖. As a WeChat official account 拖鞋哥新传考研 (Note 20) says, ―He
attributed the crisis to ‗cultural misunderstanding‘, which is to explain the online debate
caused by the previous promotional video, but he did not talk about the real trigger of the
crisis, that is the insulting remarks, not to mention explaining the previous statement ‗being
hacked‘.‖
D&G evaded explaining the insulting words by the designer. Some people expressed their
opinion that D&G should reflect on themselves from their organization‘s value. As a Zhihu
user Jiefuligongguan says, ―The core of crisis communication is attitude and responsibility.
Value is the cornerstone of an enterprise at any time in a crisis.‖ A Zhihu user 姐夫李公关
(Note 21) gives a revised version for D&G,
―We did not fully consider the sensitivity of different cultures around the world and
completely ignored the pride of Chinese people in their own nation and culture. While
reviewing our creativity, we should also reexamine our values. Although the main founders
of the company have emotional impulses in the social media conversation, the appearance of
such comments also reflects our immature and unsound values, and our unclear
understanding of the moral standards that we should embody as a global enterprise.‖
Organizations need to reflect on their cultural value in crisis communication and the price
they should pay for their behavior to get the understanding of the public. Enterprise values
refer to the value orientation of enterprises and their employees, the basic beliefs and goals
that enterprises advocate in the course of pursuing business success. Apology is the reflection
of corporate values. The content of any apology should be elevated to a reflection on values
rather than at the superficial level of cultural misunderstanding.
7.3.2 Manner of Apology: Sincerity in Apology
Sincere attitude plays an important role in apology. Large amounts of comments referred to
the insincerity in D&G‘s apology video. A number of factors contribute to insincerity in the
apology video. Many people pointed out that the two founders dress pajamas-like clothes for
this video. On formal business occasions, they should wear formal clothes when apologizing
to show sincerity. Chuck with the c, a YouTube user says, ―All I see is your apology needs
keep watching your ad autocue.‖ Professor Yu (Oct. 24, 2019) points out the insincerity from
gestures, ―One of the designer makes a dismissive gesture when he says sorry.‖ A student
surnamed Pan (Oct. 23, 2019) points out their insincerity because they release the video in
Instagram, Facebook and YouTube three hours later. Pan says, ―Maybe D&G is afraid that
others look down upon them as a flunkey of Chinese if they release the video on other media
platforms.‖ A Zhihu user 九九一十八 (Note 22) says, ―Japanese people still know how to
bow when they apologize. You just look at the autocue and read a copy.‖
When operating in a high-context culture like China, people are very sensitive to implicit
information. It is desirable for them to learn the Chinese culture about apology to indicate
their sincerity. For example, standing and bowing to apologize and paying attention to details
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like dress code to convey implicit information. And they can try to apologize through a
variety of network media channels to expand the impact of the apology statement.
What‘s more, sincerity cannot be achieved only by words. As professor Zheng (Oct. 23, 2019)
says, ―Language doesn‘t make any sense. The key is to do something. The key is sincerity in
apology. We can measure the sincerity from three indicators: time, efforts and money.‖ D&G
claims that they respect Chinese culture. In intercultural crisis communication, organizations
need to learn how to apologize in accordance to a country‘s culture. To further demonstrate
their sincerity in Chinese context, they can donate money to run-down areas in China because
money and efforts are indicators of their sincerity.
7.3.3 The Untimeliness of Apology
The apology video was released on November 23, 2018, 6 days after the promotional video
released. The apology missed the best time of crisis communication. It is criticized by the
public as being too late. 章辞 (Note 23), a WeChat official account, points out that When
D&G‘s products are off the shelves in all major domestic e-commerce platforms, D&G may
have really panicked, which means that Chinese people are boycotting the brand and no sales
revenue. If things cannot be solved successfully, D&G may say goodbye forever. The two
founders‘ apology is so late that Chinese people doubt they apologize to curb the economic
loss in the Chinese market. The untimeliness of the apology contributes to ―a culture of being
forced to apologize‖, which is mentioned by Lao lei, a German YouTube user. Lao lei says,
―I think they are forced to apologize. It seems like they are putting on a play. It reminds me
of my childhood. When I was a kid, my brother, sister, and I bullied each other, but I did not
want to apologize to my brother and sister at all although my mother forced me to do so.‖ A
WeChat official account 澳洲道具 (Note 24) says, ―The response must be fast, and the
―golden four hours‖ in crisis communication must be grasped. Once the brand loses the
customers‘ heart, it is difficult to acquire again.‖ Apology by pressure rather than by heart is
insincere. It is not an overemphasis that the time of public relations is related to the life and
death of a brand image. Brand should understand that only by actively eliminating
misunderstandings could we regain the confidence of customers.‖
7.3.4 Inconsistent Strategy
This case gives us a lesson that the denial strategy and apology cannot be used at the same
event. Many people find it hilarious that D&G says they are hacked and then makes apology.
A student surnamed Wang (Oct. 23, 2018) says, ―It is a sharp contrast between denial at the
first time and the final apology. It is hard for us to believe your apology is sincere.‖ Another
student surnamed Zheng (Oct. 23, 2018) says, ―If they make apology at the first time, they
don‘t have to make second and third responses. Nevertheless, they do not. So they are forced
to apologize due to economic pressure and pressure from the public.‖ An enterprise should
unify all members to speak with one voice to avoid loss of control, disorder and even
contradiction, thus aggravating public confusion and complicating the problem.
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8. Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the online posts concerning D&G case from major social platforms
to unveil the attitudes of different stakeholders in an attempt to generalize appropriate crisis
response strategy within SCCT framework. In recent years, social media is booming, which
has had a significant impact on many industries. In the field of crisis communication, social
media not only becomes the source of information trusted by the public, but also provides
more channels for communication between the public and the organization, and it brings
great convenience for organizational crisis management. At the same time, social media also
intensifies the breadth, depth and intensity of crisis spread.
As for the theoretical implications, firstly, this study has emphasized the importance of
achieving glocalization of crisis communication through investigating D&G‘s case in China,
which is in line with Derek Lehmberg and Jeff Hicks‘s argument that using glocalization for
the internationalizing of crisis communication avoids imposing western frameworks and
interpretations onto non-western crisis situations (2018). Secondly, this study provides
meaningful insights and implications to promote the situational crisis communication theory.
Under the denial strategy, public regard this strategy as being outdated, demonstrating
superiority and lack of responsibility. Moreover, denial strategy is inappropriate because
national dignity is inviolable concerning the nature of the crisis. In addition, as illustrated in
the SCCT strategy, prior history should be considered when evaluating the seriousness of a
crisis. An American YouTube user Cris also mentions overreaction as he separates products
from designer of the products. It is evident that Chinese people regard these two factors as a
whole. Under the victimage cluster, D&G portrays itself as a victim, which indicates
arrogance and self-centered mindset. However, intercultural crisis communication
presupposes respect and equality. Under the apology video, in the content of apology, most
responses criticize that D&G attributes their mistakes to cultural misunderstanding. In the
manner of the apology, D&G‘s insincerity is present in the gesture, dress code, etiquette,
untimeliness, etc. What‘ more, most responses point out the inconsistency of the strategy, so
denial and apology strategies cannot be applied in one case.
Moving beyond the case of D&G, intercultural crisis communication is just one of numerous
fields where scholars and practitioners working from different perspectives to generalize
more favorable outcome. Making progress in this respect calls for exploration and
experimentation with new and different approaches.
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